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Projectdresscode is the first
blockchain–based market–
place for limited edition and
luxury pre–owned fashion.

Projectdresscode is pioneering the way forward,
bridging two dynamic business spheres – fashion
and blockchain technology – to create an exciting
marketplace that assures users items destined
for immediate re-sale on our online store are
indisputably authentic and forever traceable.

Why Projectdresscode?
CRYPTO–TAGS

AN ECOSYSTEM, NOT A STORE

All of the items available for bidding are tagged with
a private key that enables users to trace the history
of the item, so users know the whole, colourful story
behind it – and know it’s actually true.

Tagging items both online and in brick-and-mortar
stores helps expand the PDC pre-owned market – and
all the good things that come with it.
Once items are tagged – on any on- or offline store
– they become part of the PDC ecosystem, which makes
them more valuable when they’re resold some time
later.

AUTHENTICATION
Tagging assures users the item’s heritage has been
checked and authenticated. Once authenticated,
forever authenticated.

SECURE YOUR PREMIUM POSITION
Our waitlists, bid/ask and re-sell schemes all work
to ensure more users have more chances to secure
the items they really want – and greatly reduce the
chances of ever seeing that nasty sold-out button.

BIGGER VALUE
Crypto-tags enable PDC users to view and authorize
ownership and grow an item’s value by creating and
sharing content about it.

DECENTRALIZED TRUST –
A SHARE IN EVERY TRANSACTION

LONGER LIFE–CYCLE OF
INVESTMENT PIECES

Once the item is sold the proceeds of the sale are
shared between the seller and the brand. By giving
the brand a share in every transaction after the
initial sale we decentralise the trust – which is
currently dominated exclusively by brands, marketing
and distribution channels – with the help of
blockchain technology and the law of code.

The projectdresscode scheme celebrates the special,
enduring value of distinctive fashion items so
they remain in the loop for all to enjoy – happily,
respectfully, sustainably. Waste less, love more.

Where are we going?
Projectdresscode, however, is a fresh and new,
smart and secure approach to the way we see, buy,
sell and love fashion today – and pass ownership
of select fashion items onto the next lucky buyer.

Projectdresscode is poised to enter the
ever‒growing online fashion resale market.
Today’s big online marketplaces are
largely traditional, highly centralised
operations.

EXISTING ONLINE MARKETPLACES
FOR PRE–OWNED FASHION –
THE (NON–) COMPETITION

INDUSTRY FIGURES
The global fashion industry is valued at
$3 trillion.

The RealReal

$500 million
over 9 million members
consigned over 8 million pieces

2017 r e v e n u e
users

The retail value of the luxury goods
market alone is valued at $400 billion.

items

Vestiare

E–commerce worldwide revenue is expected
to rise by almost 50%, from $481 billion
in 2018 to $713 billion by 2022.

over €110 million
over 6 million members (170,000 new each month)
over 600,000 listed items (more than 3,000 added daily)

2017 r e v e n u e
users
items

The online resale market has grown by 82%
over the past three years, and is expected
to reach $25 billion by end of 2025.

Grailed

$75,9 million
over 1 million
200,000 items for sale every month

2017 r e v e n u e
users
items
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Manca Krnel Hess

Sebastian Heyden
CTO

Strategic Advisor

“Projectdresscode deals with two major
issues that speak to the phenomena that is
fashion today: the poor man’s problem – how
to move from uncool to cool; and the rich
man’s problem – how to stay cool once you’ve
become cool. Projectdresscode’s blockchain
technology-driven platform isn’t just a new
type of online bid/ask store – it creates
a new force wired specifically for a new and
wholly decentralized fashion-tech community.”

“Projectdresscode enables users to transfer
ownership and in addition, grow the value of
the fashion items on top of that. Because
fashion, like art, doesn’t question the
usefulness of an innovation, as long as the
message it carries is strong and appealing.”

“The current retail fashion industry has
failed to wake up, change, and develop at the
rapid pace that the new, tech-savvy generation
demands – which is resulting in a substantial
loss in overall market share. Projectdresscode
navigates the way into the future, and
represents a new wave and a new way of buying,
owning and loving fashion.”

CEO & Creative Strength

Tom Haleminh
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Aljaž Finc
B U S I N E S S D E V E LO P M E N T D I R E C TO R,
S T E L L A M C CA R T N E Y

Juergen Holbarth
TO K E N I Z AT I O N E VA N G E L I S T

Heewon Kim
N AV I G AT I N G T H E B I G W I D E WO R L D O F
FAS H I O N W I T H PA N AC H E

Aljaž has brought some brains, wit and panache
back to fashion sales management. He is
always determined to do things his own way.
Ironically, it’s his refusal to compromise for
the sake of the market that led Aljaž straight
into the arms of incredible fashion empires
the likes of Stella McCartney and many others.

Solid and profound experience in the digital
startup ecosystem gives him an edge in
understanding, evaluating and rating upcoming
ICOs. He also speaks of the greater potential
of newer cryptocurrencies like EOS, IOTA, NEO
and Cardano, as well as Bitcoin and Ethereum.

Best known for her smart and sophisticated
choices as an editor at Vogue South Korea,
and as a creative director at various globally
renowned multi-brand fashion stores. Currently
she serves as a consultant at MSGM and as a
face for Estée Lauder. A woman who’s all about
beauty and style, always hard to catch between
the most fabulous of fashion metropolises.
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